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FIRST SCHEDULE - Exemptions Created (Continued) 

Tariff Item 

Ex 6214.10.00 to 
Ex 6214.90.00 

6261.00.00.19D 

Ex 6217.90.00 

6302.10.00 to 
6302.99.19 

Ex 6304 .19. 00 

6305.10.01 to 
6305.31.01 
6305.39.01 to 
6305.90.09 
6307.90.01 

Ex 6307.90.09 

6307.90.11 
6307.90.19 

Ex 6307.90.29 

6308.00.00 
6309.00.00 to 
6310.90.00 
6402. 11. 00 
6402.19.01 
6402.20.01 
6402.91.01 
6402.99.01 
6403 .11.00 
6403.19.01 
6403.20.01 
6403.30.01 
6403.51.01 
6403.59.01 
6403.91.01 
6403.99.01 
6404.11.01 
6404.19.01 
6404.20.01 

Ex 6404.20.09.49K 

Classes of Goods 
Romper suits: a two-pieced set compr1s1ng of an unattached 
sleeved or sleeveless top and pants. The pants to have a maximum 
crutch to waist measurement of 51cm and the top a maximum 
chest measurement of 56cm 
Shawls - babies woven: rectangular or circular baby wrap 
Skirts with bodice type tops: maximum 51cm• length 
Skirts with straps attached to waistband: loose flowing 
garment attached at waist. Size not to exceed 31cm from top 
of waistband to lowest point of hem 
Sleeping bags - babies: with or without hood, excluding 
those types falling within Tariff Chapter 94. Maximum length 76cm 
from highest point of shoulder to bottom at back when 
laid flat 
Snow or ski suits • with or without hood or feet: heavy one• 
or two-piece outer garment, woven, suited for wear outdoors 
during cold weather. Does not include garment with or without 
print or embroidered trim, designed primarily for use as sleep 
suits. Maximum length 76cm from mid-shoulder to ankle 
Swimsuits and bathing trunks: one- or two-piece swimwear for 
boys and girls. Maximum size 41cm waist-crutch-waist 
Trousers • short: short legged, legless or romper type trousers 
suitable for outerwear. Maximum size 51cm waist-crutch-waist 
Trousers • full length: two-legged outer garment reaching 
from waist to ankles. Maximum length 56cm side waist to 
bottom of hem 
(NOTE: where leg terminates in an elasticised ankle band 
or a turn-up cuff, measurement along outside of leg to 
bottom of elastic band or to bottom of cuff when turned 
down is not to exceed 61cm) 
Tunic suits - smock type: woven outfit incorporating tunic 
or smock type top and short or full length trousers designed 
as a set with a maximum length of 41cm• 
• Length to be measured from point where shoulder joins neck 
to lowest point on the hem of the garment at the back. Turn-up 
is to be taken into account when determining maximum length. 

Scarves in the piece, longitudinally hemmed on 
one or both sides, so woven or printed as to 
represent three or more articles and 
requiring fabrication additional to cutting 

Men's and boys' detachable collars for shirts 

Plain goods of this tariff item 

Bunting 

Wool pack caps 

Pointe and demi-pointe ballet shoes 


